FALO File

Skye's Reflection on
the Water
Name : Skye's Reflection on the Water
Race : Elemental Sidhe
Age : Over 1500 years
Height : Variable. Usually 5"
Homeland : The Pool of Reflection
Mate : Cygnus No Star
Weapons : Magic
FALO Standing: Moonstone Holder

On a bright spring morning some air faeries joyously created a gentle spring breeze. This breeze blew
a small cauldron shaped maple leaf into the Silver Path stream, which originates from atop Mount Myst
Wind. At some point in the leafs journey, a miniature icicle from a giant oak tree fell into it. Slowly this icicle
was melted by the Spring Sun and imbued with the energy of creation. This cauldron of creative energy
eventually was sent over a waterfall & plunged down to the bottom of the Pool of Reflection where a silvery
bubble was formed and when it broke the surface, a tiny winged faery was born.
Skye can fly, breathe under water & shapeshift into many Water/Air forms. She doesn't like fighting and
like many faeries, she doesn't like to hurt anything even if it's trying to hurt her. She tells the truth & keeps
her promises, but not necessarily in the way you expect. She can enchant Humans & Elves. Being mostly
water, if Skye gets overly emotional, she can infect others with that emotion. She is a healer (primarily
emotional, but can do some physical) and can purge toxins from the bloodstream. She loves to dance & sing.
While Skye's primary magic is of the elements Water & Air, she has picked up bits of other kinds of
magic over her lifetime, but Skye prefers her own innate magic to other forms.
Skye is Ambassador to Queen Laurel Angelica of Ravenhilt and performs in this capacity on her many
travels with Cygnus.
Cygnus and Skye came to love each other and were wed in a simple ceremony on a beach 1 1/2 years
after they met.
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